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WELCOME

ZERO°—
A SHOWROOM FOR BALTIC DESIGNS
The showroom ZERO° was founded in December
2012 by our Estonian partners from the Business
Incubator in Tallinn within Baltic Fashion EU. It is
situated close to the Tallinn City center amidst
different creative agencies, art and fashion studios
and the Tallinn Creative Incubator.
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ZERO° displays up to 40 design labels, among them
brands from Estonia, Latvia and Sweden. Its main
goal is to offer designers a platform to present and
sell their products and to be close to the market
and potential clients.

Dear Colleagues,
The support of small and medium-sized fashion
enterprises is one of the main goals pursued by the
partners of Baltic Fashion EU. This newsletter issue
introduces two great initiatives aimed at supporting small businesses. Our Estonian partners from
the Tallinn Business Incubator give fashion designers the opportunity to sell their designs, while Finland’s Novia University opened up a business clinic
for entrepreneurs. We also invite you to get to
know Helen Piir, one of the heads behind Tallinn’s
Business Incubator.
Finally, we would like to point out that you can
now register for the final Business Cooperation
Event from October 28th to 29th in Rostock on
www.balticfashion.eu. See you soon!
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ZERO° enables designers to seek out new business
opportunities as it also provides space for business
meetings. Moreover, the showroom is known for
its well-received fashion events.

Cordially,
Baltic Fashion EU
Information and Communication Office
P.S. As always, we invite you to get further updates
on our activities on our information portal
www.balticfashion.eu as well as on Facebook
www.facebook.com/BalticFashionEU and Twitter
www.twitter.com/BalticFashionEU.

As the Estonian national contact point for Baltic
Fashion EU, ZERO° is a meeting place for everyone
who is interested in fashion. It is a place where you
can find cooperation partners, get new contacts or
meet interesting people through different events.

If you would like to display your collection at
ZERO°, please contact the showroom manager at
iris@inkubaator.ee
More info: www.facebook.com/moepoodzero
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BUSINESS CLINIC—
HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?

INTRODUCING—
BALTIC FASHION EU PARTNERS

Logomo is a new center for creative businesses in
Turku (Finland) and the new hotspot for the creative community in south-west Finland. Besides
renting out office spaces, Logomo is equipped with
space for conferences, exhibitions, movie screenings and much more.

Helen Piir is the manager of the development center of Tallinn Business Incubator with focus on
business support for the creative sector. She represents the national contact point of Estonia for
Baltic Fashion EU.

At Logomo, you can find a pilot business clinic
which was brought to life by our Finish partners
from Novia University. The idea behind the clinic is
to support fashion entrepreneurs on a non-competitive basis with the help of a multi-professional
team. This approach of co-creation allows the entrepreneur to benefit from knowledge from different professional fields. With the help of an outsider’s point of view, the entrepreneur is supposed
to identify the flaw in the business plan. The clinic
provides workshops and trainings on the basis of
playful methods, like, for example, the Barbie
business training, which we presented in our June
issue. A day ‘in treatment’ can bring a lot of progress and help the entrepreneur to gain new ideas,
maybe to develop new products or to re-evaluate
the product-customer relation.
The business clinic is also open for students who
can check in for assistance to develop new business strategies and business models.
In the future, it is conceivable that the business
clinic is run by a non-profit organization, such as an
incubator.

The mission of the Tallinn Business Incubator,
founded in 2006 by the
city of Tallinn, is to provide a supportive environment for sustainable
start-up businesses. The
incubator offers consulting, trainings, workshops, and network
events. With help from
the in-house coaching team and external mentors,
businesses can improve their strategies. To become part of the incubator, applicants need to
attend a business training course and to submit a
business plan. They are granted office spaces,
studios, showrooms, seminar rooms, and financial
support.
In the Baltic Fashion EU project, Helen developed a
business plan for the showroom ZERO° and researched the current situation of Estonian production in the textile and clothing industry.
Helen’s motivation to partner with Baltic Fashion is
to help Estonian designers to fulfill their dreams
and build strong and competitive fashion businesses by testing several training programs and
arranging possible collaborations with the Baltic
Fashion EU network.
For more information:
www.inkubaator.tallinn.ee/eng/
or email to helen@inkubaator.ee
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Logomo: www.logomo.fi/en/home/
Novia University: www.novia.fi/novia-uas/
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